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Study With The World’s
Only Lifestyle Prescriptions®
Training School.
Upgrade Your Practice.
Build A Career You’ll Love.
uRoot-Cause Analysis
uSelf-Healing Techniques
uWrite Lifestyle Prescriptions®
uThermoBuzzer Imaging
Request a Free Consultation:
Call +1 347 741 8809 (US)
or +44 20 3289 7956 (UK)
emma@lifestyleprescriptions.tv
LifestylePrescriptions.TV

Self-Healing Made Easy
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“What if you could find the root-cause of 1,000+ symptoms
just by asking a few simple questions?

Johannes R. Fisslinger

Founder Lifestyle Prescriptions® University

Welcome to the Future of Health Coaching
Our health care system is broken and it

You’ll be amazed how your practice will

seems no clear solutions are in sight.

improve and flourish and health outcomes and compliance will increase.

At the Lifestyle Prescriptions University we
believe that even though new high-tech

Join our passionate and supportive

and often very expensive medical tech-

community of doctors, naturopaths and

nologies will improve health care over the

health professionals around the world.

next decades the true transformation will
come from low-tech lifestyle interven-

Together we are building a new health

tions.

paradigm ...

Our mission is to provide you with

Be Well,

effective and easy-to-integrative skills,

Johannes

protocols and technologies focused on
root-cause analysis, the Body-MindSocial Connection and the Art and
Science of Self-Healing.
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The World’s Only Lifestyle Prescriptions® Training School
with a mission to make self-healing easy!

Cutting-edge, high-quality courses,
certification trainings and tools for health
professionals based on Lifestyle Medicine,
Root-Cause Analysis and the
Art and Science of Self-Healing.

LifestylePrescriptions.TV
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Thousands of health professionals are using
Lifestyle Prescriptions® and Body-MindSocial Root-Cause Analysis & Solutions
in their practices.

You’ve come to

Table Of Content

the right place

ABOUT US

Each year, our passionate graduates go
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ifestyle Prescriptions® are based on the Art and
Science of Self-Healing, the awareness of our
body’s healing intelligence and auto-regulation
and the understanding that every organ tissue
relates to specific stress triggers, conflicts,
emotions, beliefs & lifestyle habits.
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The 3 key principles are:

uOur Body’s Innate Healing Intelligence
uOrgan-Stress-Emotion-Belief-Social Connection
uMajor 9 Points and Phases of Healing
It provides a revolutionary new, foundational
knowledge for ALL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS.

T

he Lifestyle Prescriptions® Process integrates
3 vital components:

u10-Step Root-Cause Analysis
uProven Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health
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You’ll graduate from
Lifestyle Prescriptions University
and become a honored
member of our global health
professional community.
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Energy Psychology &
Medicine Practitioners

MDs, NDs, DOs, Nurses
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Self-Healing and Auto-Regulation are
the most powerful forces of nature.
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Why Lifestyle Prescriptions University?
®

”Lifestyle Prescriptions® provide a deep foundation for a comprehensive
holistic analysis and therapy based on the Organ-Mind-Brain-Social
Connection and 9 Major Points and Phases of Healing.”
Learn from the leaders in root-cause
based health coaching.

Get answers to these questions and learn
root-cause analysis & solution skills:

Lifestyle Prescriptions® University courses
are designed for busy health professionals
looking to increase their Integrative and
Lifestyle Medicine knowledge and skills.

m What is causing my client’s symptoms?
m Which specific emotions affect them?
m Which beliefs are triggering illness?
m Why are stress, traumas causing disease?
m How can I reverse chronic issues?

Our graduates are medical doctors, psychologists, chiropractors, physical therapists, health coaches, holistic or energy
medicine practitioners as well as other
health professionals.

m What are the stages of healing for over

150 organ tissues/1000+ symptoms?

m Which therapies are proven to work well?
m Which lifestyle choices support wellness?
7

LPU Student Feedback
“Clients coming to me because of an emotional or spiritual issue often
experience physical symptoms. I love Lifestyle Prescriptions® because it
enables me to find the underlying conflicts, issues and triggers very quickly.
Once found, they can be released effectively.”
Mag. Dr. Evelyn POPP-HADALIN
“Lifestyle Prescriptions® and META-Health have transformed my medical
practice and understanding of what causes disease and how the body
heals. Especially my thinking was totally revamped. Most of the theories
that I have learned at the university, were replaced by much more logically
understandable explanations. My thinking and feeling also changed, so I
was more receptive and tolerable for other worldviews.”
Dr.med. Anton Bader, Germany
““Lifestyle Prescriptions® is just invaluable and amazing how specific I can
be with my clients. I know exactly what questions to ask and therefore my
results are phenomenal. It is almost like miracles. And what’s nice is that I
feel like I can consistently get good results.”
Caroline Rhodes, Physical Therapist, HongKong
“What I love about Lifestyle Prescriptions® is its precision in pinpointing
how emotions, beliefs and stressful life situations correlate very specifically
with certain body tissues, organs and areas in the brain. This is a very precise art and a true science. Clients love understanding the deeper meaning
of what has caused their symptoms, and the self-empowerment and relief
which comes from transforming the root cause.
Kim Knight, aka ‘The Kiwi Health Detective’,
“Freedom, empowerment and relief! These are what I’ve gained from
Lifestyle Prescriptions® University. For years I searched for a discipline that
would explain to me the connection between mind and body but in an
easy to apply yet scientific way.”
Emma Patricio, Life Coach UK
”As a provider of traditional health care for over 30 years, I have longed for a
better way of helping my patients other than just relieving symptoms. Lifestyle Prescriptions® Root-Cause Analysis has opened my mind and heart
to a way of truly helping others resolve their health problems by providing
a deeper insight to the core causes of illness. This awareness allows my patients to be full partners in their healing using the tools provided.”
Bonnie Martin, Registered Nurse, USA
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Our Faculty

Johannes R. Fisslinger

L

Annie Gedye

Founder Lifestyle Prescriptions®
University, Developer ThermoBuzzer,
Director Lifestyle Medicine Movie

ifestyle Prescriptions®
University faculty consists of
world-renowned experts in
the fields of Integrative/Lifestyle
Medicine and the Art and
Science of Self-Healing.

Lifestyle Prescriptions® Specialist
and Master Trainer, Bowen &
Energy Therapist

Dr. Anton Bader, MD

Medical Doctor, Brain Relais
Diagnostics Specialist,
Co-Founder META-Health

Your main teacher will be
Johannes R. Fisslinger, founder
of Lifestyle Prescriptions®
University, Producer of the
Lifestyle Medicine Summits,
director of the Lifestyle
Medicine documentary film.

Christa Krahnert ND

Naturopathic doctor, Lifestyle
Prescriptions® Specialist,
Nutrition and Cancer Expert

Dr. Stéphane Provencher

Annie Gedye, Christa Krahnert
ND, Dr. Anton Bader, Dr.
Stephane Provencher and
other Lifestyle Prescriptions®
Specialists and Trainers will
teach you cutting-edge and
innovative skills and tools you
can integrate quickly and
effectively into your current
practice.

Chiropractic, Holistic Physician,
Neuroanatomy Researcher,
Best-selling Author and Speaker

Dr. Kevin Chan, DO

Integrative Lipidology, Osteopath,
Family Physicians, Canonical Chinese Medicine, Hormone Therapy

Yasmine Farouk

Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health
Coach & Trainer, Family Counselor,
Professional Coach

A

ll Lifestyle Prescriptions®
University faculty members
have one thing in common:
They are passionate about their
work and have a clear vision to
inspire humanity to live a more
conscious, healthy, happy and
loving life.

Gita Jayakumar

Lifestyle Prescriptions® Specialist
Energy Psychology Practitioner
Fitness & Yoga Instructor

Our faculty is supported by Lifestyle Prescriptions®
Specialists and Integrative Medicine and Energy
Psychology guest speakers like Bernie Siegel MD,
Friedemann Schaub MD and other.
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M

obile and long
distance learning
courses and training offered
at Lifestyle Prescriptions®
University is flexible and
adjusts to your schedule.
Learn from the convinience
of your home using your PC.

O

r use your tablet or
smartphone while you
are on the road, in the train
or in the subway.

B

ecause of our exclusive
educational platform
you can use any device
(PC, MAC, Smartphone or
Tablet).

I

Learn
Anywhere
Anytime

ncidentally, you can even
learn without having
constant internet access by
downloading teleseminars
and course materials to
your mobile device.

L

earn whenever and
however you can to
achieve Excellence in
Lifestyle Prescriptions® and
Root-Cause Analysis.

E

xplore the future of
education. Achieve
results quicker.
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Lifestyle Prescriptions® University Programs
Choose from these LPU Study Tracks:
m An interactive self-healing live experience

Lifestyle Prescriptions® LIVE

m Feel the Art and Science of Self-Healing

2 Hours | Live Events | Open To Everyone

m Discover your root-cause emotions

1

Lifestyle Prescriptions® Foundation Course

2

Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health Coach

3

Lifestyle Prescriptions® Specialist Training

4

ThermoBuzzer™ Mobile Thermography
Professional Infrared Imaging System for
Peak Performance & Wellness

e

30 Hours | Online or Live | Health Professionals

m Learn Art & Science of Self-Healing Basics
m The Organ-Mind-Brain Connection
m The 9 Major Points & Phases

m Master the 10 Step Root-Cause Analysis

250 Hours | 12 Months | Certification Training

200 Hours | Online | After LPHC completion

m Learn 10 Lifestyle Prescriptions® Protocols
m Apply 10 Business Success Strategies

m Research and become a subject specialist
m Publish your book, be an expert author
m Join the LPU faculty and teach worldwide

m Powerful visual imaging technology
m Increase health outcomes, compliance
m Empower, educate and aquire new clients

Contact Contact Emma Patricio for a Free Career Advise Consultation.

Call +1 347 741 8809 (US) or +44 20 3289 7956 (UK)
Email emma@lifestyleprescriptions.tv
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Lifestyle Prescriptions® LIVE
Self-Healing Made Easy

Open for EVERYONE wanting to be inspired, empowered and feel amazing.

uUnlock your Body’s Healing Intelligence
uExperience the Art and Science of Self-Healing
uKnow and experience your 6 Root-Cause(s)
Discover a revolutionary new healing
paradigm based on Lifestyle Medicine,
the Organ-Mind-Brain Connection,
Biology, NeuroBrain Science and
Quantum Medicine.

Join LIVE and get a complementary
uThermoBuzzer™ Thermography Scan
uPersonal Lifestyle Prescriptions®

Unlock your body’s healing intelligence with
laser-sharp Lifestyle Prescriptions® root-cause
analysis & self-healing protocols.
What will you experience?
Here’s a sneak peek of what you’ll learn:
m How to use the Art and Science of

Self-Healing to heal and thrive.
m Know the specific stressors, emotions, beliefs
& lifestyle habits causing 1,000 symptoms.
m Predict symptoms by using the 9 Major
Points and Phases of Self-Healing
Invite one of our amazing speakers to your
health center, clinic or venue.
Learn more at LifestylePrescriptions.TV/live
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SELF-REGULATION
is the primary bio-logical force of nature.

Specific emotions
affect specific organs.

STRESS
IS RELATED TO
90% OF ALL
ILLNESS
Stress Triggers. Awareness. Health.

Believe in Miracles.
Energy follows Thought.

Lifestyle Changes

can reverse heart disease, diabetes, cancer.

Don’t believe your repetitive thoughts.

Y

CM

Organ Ti
ssue

Stress is our body's reaction to perception!

Lifesty
le

ptoms
Sym

Organs react bio-logically meaningfully.

my skull is round so thoughts can change direction
2

Stress Phase

I trust and follow my
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I AM.
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My Knees are

me.

BREATHE
DEEPLY.

My Stomach
and Intestines
digest very well
the emotions
that life brings
up in me.

Sk i n

My Heart Muscle is
STRONG AND LOVING.

LOVE
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Breath carries life energy and
prana to all my organs.

Love, Beauty, Intuition
arise from beyond the mind.

Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, Olfactory, Gustatory, Self-Talk?
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Notice the Points and Phases of Healing
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I am aware of my Organ-StressEmotion-Belief Connection.
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I LISTEN TO MY SYMPTOMS.

S p e c i f i c S t r e s s Tr i g g e r a n d E m o t i o n s a f f e c t S p e c i f i c O r g a n s .

I am asking smart questions like which e-motion affects which organ.

Healing is Self-Healing
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Self-Healing Made Easy

Download the Lifestyle Prescriptions® Self-Healing Made Easy
Poster at LifestylePrescriptions.TV
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Lifestyle Prescriptions® Foundation Training

For ALL Health Professionals including doctors, naturopaths, nurses, therapists, health coaches

uStart writing Lifestyle Prescriptions®
uLearn the Art and Science of Self-Healing
This easy-to-follow and life-transforming
online course will introduce you to a revolutionary new healing paradigm and start
your journey into Body-Mind-Social RootCause Analysis and Lifestyle Prescriptions®.

m Organ-Mind-Brain-Lifestyle Connection

LPPRO course units and topics include:

u20 Hours Online
uInstant Access to 40 training modules
uSupervision & Live Q&A Classes
uInvaluable LHU support
uPrivate Facebook Support Community
uListed as Lifestyle Prescription® Provider

m The Habit Loop and Keystone Habits
m Lifestyle Prescription® Protocol Overview

Online Course Content

m A Revolutionary New Health Paradigm
m Science behind Lifestyle Prescriptions®,

Root-Cause and Lifestyle Medicine
m The Body’s Healing Intelligence
m Organ-Mind-Brain-Lifestyle Connection
m 9 Major Points and Phases of Healing
m Examples of Body Mind Symptoms
m Embryology, Biology and Brain Relay
m Write effective Lifestyle Prescriptions®
m Improve health outcomes, compliance

u20 Continuous Education Units (CPD)
* Add the Organ-Mind-Brain Connection
Reference Charts and Posters (Optional)

Book this online course at:
LifestylePrescriptions.TV/lppro
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Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health Coach

For ALL Health Professionals including doctors, naturopaths, nurses, therapists, health coaches

uMaster the 10 Step Root-Cause Analysis Process
uGet results with 6 Lifestyle Prescriptions® Protocols
uApply Business Success Strategies
Become certified as a Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health Coach with this exclusive
250 hours online & practice training.

This training will focus on teaching you all
the skills necessary to create results with
your clients.
You’ll learn and become an expert in

Online Course Content

u12 Months (250 hours)
u24 LPHC Teleseminars
u48 LPHC Live Q&A video practice calls
uRegular practice online classes
uInvaluable LHU faculty support
uPrivate Facebook Support Community
uLifestyle Prescription® Health
Coach Certification
u120 Continuous Education Units (CPD)

m Bio-Psycho-Social Root-Cause Analysis
m Proven Root-Cause Emotional Release,

Belief Change & Health Coaching Skills
m
 Lifestyle Prescription® Coaching
and Self-Healing Protocols
m
 We-Do-It-For-You Business &
Marketing Setup & Training
Learn about this training at:
LifestylePrescriptions.TV/lphc
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MODULE 1: Root-Cause Analysis
Training Outcome
Discover the Art and Science of
Self-Healing with a focus on the
Organ-Mind-Brain Connection and
the 9 Major Points and Phases
of Self-Healing.
After completion of Level 1 you’ll
feel confident in finding the 6 rootcause(s) of over 1,000 symptoms and
know how to read and integrate our
reference charts with your clients.

Root-Cause Analysis
m Learn how to apply the Organ-Mind-Brain Connection
m Know the 6 Root-Cause(s) of all symptoms
m Find stress triggers & emotions by asking a few questions.
m Elicit the major points and phases of self-healing with clients
m Apply the 10-Step Root-Cause Analysis Process with clients
m Learn how to read and use the Organ-Mind-Brain Reference Charts
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MODULE 2: Root-Cause Health Coaching
Training Outcome
You’ll deepen and master your root-cause analysis skills and you’ll feel competent
in creating sustainable results & health outcomes using 6 proven Lifestyle Prescriptions® Protocols and self-healing techniques based on neuro-biology, habit change,
energy and behavioral psychology and Lifestyle Medicine.

Deepen Root-Cause Analysis
m Master the 10-Step Root-Cause Analysis Process
m Feel confident in using the Organ-Mind-Brain Connection Charts & Posters
m Work with psychological health issues (constellations)

®
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Date:

Get results with precise and root-cause based Lifestyle
Prescriptions® and master our 6 proven and effective
root-cause based techniques & protocols:
ORGAN: Strategies to manage symptom with
Lifestyle Prescriptions® Energy Techniques
STRESS: Decoding stress triggers with our
exclusive Eye Pattern Desensitization Technique
EMOTION: Releasing unresolved emotional hurts
with Precision EFT.
BELIEF: Aligning beliefs & values with
4-Questions Reframing, Values Elicitation
& Alignment Process and Setting
Life Goals techniques.
SOCIAL: Manifesting real-life solutions
with Biological Conflict Resolution
Technique and Habit Change Skills
LIFESTYLE: Increase vitality & strength
and detox with Nutrition, Fitness,
and Mindfulness Protocols
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Module 3: Business Training & Certification
Training Outcome
We’ll help you setup and automate your business allowing you to spend quality time on marketing and with clients. You’ll practice extensively, complete all
certification requirements and become a certified Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health
Coach.

We-Do-It-For-You Business Automation & Marketing
m Discover your niche/market
m Business Cards, Flyers, Roll-up Banners & Worksheets
m Personalized website page, Facebook & Twitter page setup
m Write blog articles and reach 35,000 readers
m LPTV practitioner directory business listing (get clients)
m Automated booking system, Lead generation and marketing strategies

Practice, Supervision & Certification
m Deepen your Root-Cause Analysis & Organ skills
m Quizzes to integrate theory and charts knowledge
m Preparation sessions for certification
m Demos and live analysis sessions incl. review
m Certification and inclusion
in our practitioner directory
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Our Exquisite Reference Charts
Quick access to the Conflicts, Emotions, Stress &
Regeneration Phase Symptoms Of Over 150 Organ
Tissues and 1,000+ Symptoms
One of the most effective tools you’ll ever use!
We will send you the following high quality
charts by mail:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Milestones of Self-Healing
Sensory System
Skeletal System
Digestive System
Circulatory & Respiratory System
Endocrine, Excretory &
Reproductive System
7. Brain Stem Organs
8. Cerebellum & Medulla Organs
9. Cerebral Cortex Organs
10. Sensitivity Reactions, Microbiome
11. The Power of Habit Change
12. Organ-Conflict Chart
13. Inspirational Chart
In addition we’ll send you 5 Organ Systems Posters in
A3 Large Format plus Lifestyle Prescriptions® pads.
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Lifestyle Prescriptions® Specialist

Requirement: Certified as a Lifestyle Prescriptions® Health Coach

uBe a Specialist in your choosen field of practice
uDeepen your Root-Cause Analysis & Solutions skills
uBecome a published author
Lead the way ... become a world-renowed
expert and authority in your field of practice and be certified as a Lifestyle Prescriptions® Specialist in “Asthma, Cancer, Pain
or, Peak Performance ....... OR your choosen field of practice”.

m Teach a workshop about your speciality subject through Lifestyle Prescriptions
University (and get paid ...)

Specialist Training Content
u6 month of live classes and learning
u6 months writing your paper and book
uResearch support through LPU
uBi-weekly practice or supervision sessions
uExtensive practice with clients
uCertification as Lifestyle Prescriptions®
Specialist in “.....”

This is what you’ll learn and achieve:
m In-depth study of the organ directory
(biological thinking and therapy)
m Develop advanced therapy skills
m Get “miracle” results with clients
m Become a LPU faculty member
m Present at LPU conferences
m Write a specialist paper for certification
m Present a webinar to our community

Book this training at:
LifestylePrescriptions.TV/specialist
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ThermoBuzzer

TM

Mobile Thermography System for Peak Performance

SEE IT. FEEL IT. IMPROVE IT.
21

ThermoBuzzer Mobile Thermography System
TM

For ALL Health Professionals, therapists, health coaches, health & wellness centers

uCutting-Edge Mobile Infrared Imaging Technology
uCombined with Pyscho-Social Root-Cause Analysis
uLifestyle Prescriptions® Health Coaching
Your Benefits

ThermoBuzzer™ combines cutting-edge
mobile technology with non-invasive,
non-contact infrared imaging to visually
demonstrate surface heat patterns, stress
imbalances and unconscious psycho-social
lifestyle habits.

uCutting-edge visual monitoring
and imaging technology
uShows stress, under/over function
and asymmetries of organs,
trigger and acupuncture points
uIdeal with Lifestyle Prescriptions®
Root-Cause Analysis & Protocols
uIncreases motivation and compliance
uAdd a secure income stream

Because ThermoBuzzer™ is NOT used as a
medical diagnostics device, it’s the perfect
monitoring system to increase client motivation, lifestyle prescription® and coaching
compliance.

Watch a FREE WEBINAR and DEMO at:
LifestylePrescriptions.TV/thermobuzzer
22

ThermoBuzzer Mobile Thermography System
TM

1

2

1

2

1
Beautiful, balanced

Liver (1), Stomach (2) hyperthermia
Colon (3) hypothermia)

Thyroid (1), Circulation
Underfunction

Tonsils (1), Lymph (2) Overactivity & Inflammation

Reflexology, Trigger,
Acupuncture Points

uShow Stress Imbalances and Asymmetries
uIncrease Awareness, Compliance & Health Outcomes
Applications

Perfect for Health Professionals | Coaches | Therapists |
Health & Wellness Centers | Business Coaches

What’s Included?

1

SEE IT.

2

FEEL IT.

3

IMPROVE IT.

Show your clients imbalances by taking half or full-body
ThermoBuzzer™ Scans.

Increase awareness of stress
triggers, emotions & habits.

Coach and work with your
clients to take action using
proven coaching protocols.
* ThermoBuzzer works with a any
Android tablet or smartphone

m High Resolution Infrared Camera
With travel bag, tripods, tablet/smartphone holders &
accessories, warranty
m ThermoBuzzer™ Software Application
High qualityreal-time video, save/export/share unlimited images, 10 color palettes, temp spot values, finetunewith temp slider, lifetime guarantee & support.
m ThermoBuzzer™ Technician Training
Learn how to produce high quality Thermo Scans.
m ThermoBuzzer™ Analysis Training
In-depth training to become an expert in analyzing
ThermoBuzzer mobile thermography scans.
m Root-Cause Analysis Training
Combine ThermoBuzzer with Lifestyle
Prescriptions, stress triggers, emotions,
lifestyle habit improvements.
m Certification as a ThermoBuzzer™
Technician and Analysis Specialist.

Schedule a FREE LIVE DEMO at LifestylePrescriptions.TV/thermobuzzer
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“I have found my passion and my life’s purpose practicing
and teaching Lifestyle Prescriptions® and Root-Cause Analysis
I love it and my clients get the results they want.”

24

Feel Confident and Competent.
Get Results.
Become a leader in the emerging
new health paradigm.
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Lifestyle Prescriptions
University

®

The World’s Only Lifestyle Prescriptions® Training School

Join Our Global Movement
Contact Emma Patricio
for a Free Career Advise Consultation.
Call: +1 347 741 8809 (US)
or +44 20 3289 7956 (UK)
Email: emma@lifestyleprescriptions.tv

LifestylePrescriptions.TV
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